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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3498658A1] The invention relates to a filling machine (1) configured for filling receptacles (2) with a pourable product under pressure,
comprising at least one filling device (4) having a longitudinal axis (C) and including: a filling valve (8) selectively operable to feed the pourable
product to a respective receptacle (2) through an opening (9a) of this latter, a sealing member (21) having a sealing surface (21a) configured to
coact with an edge (9) of the opening (9a), and a support member (55) configured to maintain the opening (9a) coaxial with the sealing member
(21); at least one between the sealing (21) and support (55) members moves between a sealing position, in which it determines the fluid-tight
contact between the edge (9) and the sealing surface (21a), and a release position, in which it maintains a given distance between the edge (9)
and the sealing surface (21a); the filling device (4) further comprises actuator means (56) configured to control the movement of one between the
sealing (21) and support (55) members between the release and sealing positions and comprising a fluid actuator (56); the filling machine (1) further
comprises cam means (50, 51) configured to control the movement imposed by the fluid actuator (56) on one between the sealing (21) and support
(55) members from the release position towards the sealing position.
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